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Often viewed as theologically conservative, many theatrical works
of late medieval and early Tudor England nevertheless exploited
the performative nature of drama to flirt with unsanctioned
expressions of desire, allowing queer identities and themes to
emerge. Early plays faced vexing challenges in depicting sexuality,
but modes of queerness, including queer scopophilia, queer
dialogue, queer characters, and queer performances, fractured
prevailing restraints. Many of these plays were produced within
male homosocial environments, and thus homosociality served as
a narrative precondition of their storylines. Building from these
foundations, On the Queerness of Early English Drama
investigates occluded depictions of sexuality in late medieval and
early Tudor dramas. Tison Pugh explores a range of topics,
including the unstable genders of the York Corpus Christi Plays,
the morally instructive humour of excremental allegory in Mankind,
the confused relationship of sodomy and chastity in John Bale’s
historical interludes, and the camp artifice and queer carnival of Sir
David Lyndsay’s Ane Satyre of the Thrie Estaitis. Pugh concludes
with Terrence McNally’s Corpus Christi, pondering the afterlife of
medieval drama and its continued utility in probing cultural
constructions of gender and sexuality“A raw, intimate look at the
impact of combat and the healing power of friendship” (People): the
lives of three women deployed to Afghanistan and Iraq, and the
effect of their military service on their personal lives and
families—named a best book of the year by Publishers Weekly. “In
the tradition of Adrian Nicole LeBlanc, Richard Rhodes, and other
masters of literary journalism, Soldier Girls is utterly absorbing,
gorgeously written, and unforgettable” (The Boston Globe). Helen
Thorpe follows the lives of three women over twelve years on their
paths to the military, overseas to combat, and back home…and
then overseas again for two of them. These women, who are quite
different in every way, become friends, and we watch their
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interaction and also what happens when they are separated. We
see their families, their lovers, their spouses, their children. We see
them work extremely hard, deal with the attentions of men on base
and in war zones, and struggle to stay connected to their families
back home. We see some of them drink too much, have affairs,
and react to the deaths of fellow soldiers. And we see what
happens to one of them when the truck she is driving hits an
explosive in the road, blowing it up. She survives, but her life may
never be the same again. Deeply reported, beautifully written, and
powerfully moving, Soldier Girls is “a breakthrough workWhat
Thorpe accomplishes in Soldier Girls is something far greater than
describing the experience of women in the military. The book is a
solid chunk of American historyThorpe triumphs” (The New York
Times Book Review).First published in 1996. Routledge is an
imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.Women Warriors
in Romantic Drama advances scholarship on late eighteenth- and
early nineteenth-century theater by bringing together, for the first
time, female and male dramatists as well as British, German, Irish,
and French writers, thinkers, actors, and philosophers. This
transnational perspective allows Women Warriors in Romantic
Drama to make the provocative claim that in some instances, the
violence of the French Revolution—and especially women's
participation in it—advances proto-feminist concerns.Amid the
crowded streets of Chester, guild players portraying biblical
characters performed on colorful mobile stages hoping to draw the
attention of fellow townspeople. In the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, these Chester plays employed flamboyant live
performance to adapt biblical narratives. But the original format of
these fascinating performances remains cloudy, as surviving
records of these plays are sparse, and the manuscripts were only
written down a generation after they stopped. Revealing a vibrant
set of social practices encoded in the Chester plays, Matthew Sergi
provides a new methodology for reading them and a transformative
look at medieval English drama. Carefully combing through the
plays, Sergi seeks out cues in the dialogues that reveal information
about the original staging, design, and acting. These “practical
cues,” as he calls them, have gone largely unnoticed by drama
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scholars, who have focused on the ideology and historical contexts
of these plays, rather than the methods, mechanics, and structures
of the actual performances. Drawing on his experience as an actor
and director, he combines close readings of these texts with
fragments of records, revealing a new way to understand how the
Chester plays brought biblical narratives to spectators in the noisy
streets. For Sergi, plays that once appeared only as dry religious
dramas come to life as raucous participatory spectacles filled with
humor, camp, and devotion.Grieving women in early modern
English drama, this study argues, recall not only those of Classical
tragedy, but also, and more significantly, the lamenting women of
medieval English drama, especially the Virgin Mary. Looking at the
plays of Shakespeare, Kyd, and Webster, this book presents a new
perspective on early modern drama grounded upon three original
interrelated points. First, it explores how the motif of the mourning
woman on the early modern stage embodies the cultural trauma of
the Reformation in England. Second, the author here brings to light
the extent to which the figures of early modern drama recall those
of the recent medieval past. Finally, Goodland addresses how
these representations embody actual mourning practices that were
viewed as increasingly disturbing after the Reformation. Female
Mourning and Tragedy in Medieval and Renaissance English
Drama synthesizes and is relevant to several areas of recent
scholarly interest, including the performance of gender, the history
of emotion, studies of death and mourning, and the cultural trauma
of the Reformation.Christopher Innes examines the concerns and
perceptions of dramatists writing in German between 1945 and
1977 to analyse the theatrical forms they developed or
adapted.Readings in Renaissance Women's Drama is the most
complete sourcebook for the study of this growing area of inquiry. It
brings together, for the first time, a collection of the key critical
commentaries and historical essays - both classic and
contemporary - on Renaissance women's drama. Specifically
designed to provide a comprehensive overview for students,
teachers and scholars, this collection combines: * this century's key
critical essays on drama by early modern women by early critics
such as Virginia Woolf and T.S. Eliot * specially-commissioned new
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essays by some of today's important feminist critics * a preface and
introduction explaining this selection and contexts of the materials *
a bibliography of secondary sources Playwrights covered include
Joanna Lumley, Elizabeth Cary, Mary Sidney, Mary Wroth and the
Cavendish sisters.An identification and analysis of Spanish GoldenAge drama's preoccupation with the woman who will not accept
marriage as her natural role.An anthology of European drama.
Includes the Oresteia. Oedipus the King. The Trojan Women,
Everyman, and The Mandrake, among others. Each play is
preceded by a critical introduction.Pathos in Late-Medieval
Religious Drama and Art explores the connections between the
language of European late-medieval drama and co-temporary
themes and motifs in visual communication, focussing on the
triggering of emotional reactions in the viewers as a persuasive
device.Nawal El Saadawi's most recent play, God Resigns at the
Summit Meeting, created an uproar in her native Egypt. On the
basis of the title alone, officials declared the work heretical and
charged El Saadawi with insulting the "Almighty God", not just
Islam. Her prosecutors requested that all her books be destroyed,
that she be arrested on return to Egypt and her Egyptian nationality
be revoked. In the play, the prophets and great women gather for a
meeting with God. Satan arrives to tender his resignation but
neither Jesus, nor Mohammad, nor Moses are willing to replace
him. Finally, God himself resigns. The second play in this collection
is Isis, a critique of the discriminatory rules that control women, the
daughters of Isis. Both God Resigns and Isis incorporate key
themes to El Saadawi's work: that all religions are inimical to
women and the poor, that the oppression of women is
reprehensible and not uniquely characteristic of the Middle East or
the ''Third World'', and that free speech is fundamental to any
society. "El Saadawi writes with directness and passion" New York
Times Book Review 'A poignant and brave writer' Marie Claire 'The
leading spokeswoman on the status of women in the Arab World'
Guardian 'More than any other woman, El Saadawi has come to
embody the trials of Arab feminism.' San Francisco
ChronicleExamines the relationship between British military and the
popular culture of London as shown in London stage from 1660 to
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1800.A multi-volume series that surveys European drama from
ancient Greece to the mid-twentieth century.A drama is appended
to each number of v. 1-2This book examines representations of
women and war in female-authored drama composed in
seventeenth-century England, between the years 1645 and 1689. It
examines how women's writing was influenced by the war and how
at the same time women were creating a discourse of war. It
examines the legacy of the bloody events of the Civil War and their
representation in early modern women's drama. The study focuses
on three key areas: representations of women's communities,
representations of female warriors, and representations of women
as peacemakers. The plays are thus considered thematically,
rather than chronologically. The book is organized around focal
points starting with the representations of women's community in
early modern drama in chapters two and three, moving on to
representations of female warriors in chapters four and five, and
finally considering representations of peacemakers in chapters six
and seven. The present research shows that the work of these
extraordinary women was created by the Civil War culture and that
because of their interaction with the war, they were also shaping a
literary discourse of war. Attention to these women's texts reveals
their "social embedment" in early modern history and discloses "the
historicity of texts and the textuality of history." This book sets a
precedent by establishing a model for women's war drama; this has
never been done before in previous studies, and thus this book
makes an innovative and significant contribution to the field.
Extremely well researched, this book provides the reader with an
understanding of theoretical perspectives, relevant criticism, and
women's dramatic writing of the seventeenth century.A play
explores the experiences of African American soldiers
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